
As key-features of Gemini Pattern Designer X17, the upgraded 
functions for Marry, Walking Pieces and Packing serve to check, 
measure and compare the patterns that follows to be assembled 
together, aiming to see if they are correctly fitting each other or not, 
on the base size and on all the sizes of the product.

All the checking functions above can be maintained as long as 
needed, in any working mode, during any alteration or adjustment 
operation made on the afferent pieces.
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Key-tools for pattern checking

• Marry function serves to bring two pieces in the special state of 
   “marriage”, meaning to connect them into one or two points on all 
   sizes and to keep the points connected for as long as it is needed.
• Walking Pieces function serves to navigate one piece around 
   another piece or around a group of pieces which are in the state 
   of marriage. The navigation is enabled not only on the base size, 
   but also on every size apart in the same time, which becomes 
   visible by showing the gradings. 
• Packing function serves to align all sizes of a pattern into one single
   point or on a specific direction.
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IT FITS YOU!

HIGH UTILITY and FLEXIBILITY

QUALITY AND COSTS BENEFITS – the possibility to check 
all sizes in the same checking process leads to diminished 
risk or errors and to time and labor costs savings.

TOP TECHNOLOGY – Gemini offers the most advanced 
checking tools, fully covering 4 important needs: being 
applicable on all sizes at once, being applicable on 
patterns with multiple size sets, offering an automatic 
programable walking step, being based on stable states 
that can be used during other operations on the pieces.

•  the checking functions allow a flowless workflow, 
    thanks to the possibility to move the patterns freely on
    working surface while maintaining their relative 
    position, to perform any needed alteration on base 
    size or on graded sizes during the special checking 
    states, etc.;
•  the functions can be used for simple size sets but also
    for complex size sets that englobe multiple grading 
    types: grade, drop, spec & extra.

BEST USER EXPERIENCE – the checking functions 
provide an easy to learn and to use solution.


